Make Your Own Pattern

Find the pattern. Then show it another way.

1. 7 8 7 8 7 8

2. △ △ ○ △ △ ○

3. □ △ △ □ △ △

4. Write About It   Look at one of the patterns you made. How did you know what pattern to make?
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Make Your Own Pattern

Find the pattern. Then show it another way.

1. 7 8 7 8 7 8
   Possible answer:
   🧸🧶🐟🐟

2. △ △ ○ △ △ ○
   Possible answer:
   ★ ★ 🐟 ★ ★

3. □ △ △ □ △ △
   Possible answer:
   ♥ 🐟 🐟 ♥ 🐟

4. Write About It   Look at one of the patterns you made. How did you know what pattern to make?

   Possible answer: For pattern 2, the shapes are triangle, triangle, circle, triangle, triangle, circle. The unit pattern is two shapes and one shape that repeat. So I made star, star, fish, star, star, fish.